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Abstract
In this paper, a new hydromatrix power wheels generation unit is presented. This presented hydromatrix power unit is aimed to convert the water movement in the main river branches into
electrical power. It is found that the generated power based on the proposed hydromatrix power
can be generated about 5 GW/h in Egypt. The proposed hydromatrix power unit based on the under shot water wheel type and the generated electrical power using this proposed unit is calculated at head; difference equal to 1 meter is presented.
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1. Introduction
Hydropower is a renewable energy source most widely used all around the world [1], but with very low gear
head (VLH) differences between 0.5 and 2.5 m. The operation of water supply system already exists. So there
will be no extra operation cost. The annual maintenance cost is estimated to be 1% investment cost of hydropower plant [2]. Renewable energy from small-scale hydro, modern biomass, wind, solar, geotherm and biofuels
accounted for 2.7% of global final energy consumption in 2008 and is growing very rapidly [3]. Small hydro
systems using turbines/wheels can be used to convert mechanical energy from water flow into electricity [4].
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sumption and more than 40% of total dry natural gas consumption in Africa in 2013, based on data from the
2014 BP Statistical Review. The rapid growth of oil and natural gas consumption over the past few decades has
been driven by increased industrial output, economic growth, energy-intensive gas and oil extraction projects,
population growth, an increase in private and commercial vehicle sales, and energy subsidies [5] [6]. This country generated almost 152 billion kilowatt-hours (KWh) of electricity in 2012, of which about 70% was fueled by
natural gas, 20% from oil, and 10% from renewable, mostly hydropower generation by high dam in Asswan.
Egyptian Empire struggles with natural gas shortages, particularly during the summertime months and typically imports fuel oil and diesel to covering the deficit. Rising power demand, natural gas supply shortages,
ageing infrastructure, and inadequate generation and transmission system capacity have led to frequent blackouts in Egypt.

2. Requirements for Hydromatrix
Hydropower with VLH differences has been utilized for some centuries, for several reasons:
- The building of dams for low heading differences is simpler and less costly than larger dams.
- Mechanical superpower was very valuable, and even small head drops were therefore economical.
- The exploitation of the natural flow of water to get on the movement of turbines.
VLH hydropower has become attractive again with some new developments have appeared, whereby the increasing ecological consciousness has meant that focus not just on power output and cost effectiveness, but also
on ecological performance.

2.1. Proposed Hydromatrix Water Wheel
In this study, a small hydromatrix model is designed using sum pieces of wood. This small model consists of
some small under shot water wheels mounted in special slots as show in Figure 1. The speed of the water wheel
depends on the stream water speed, and the stream water speed depends on the water head and the cross section
area of the canal.

2.2. Prototype Operating in Irrigation Channel
Simple prototype from wood to lustrate the new hydromatrix water wheel is designed from wood and we put it
in small irrigation channel as shown in Figure 2. This prototype is used the under shot water wheel to obtain the
power from natural water flow without dam building. We just make some change on the channel width by dividing it to slots for width equal to one third to the natural width of the channel. By changing the width of the
channel to one third the water speed will be increased to triple natural velocity and this will increase the velocity
of the turbine.

Figure 1. Hydromatrix power water wheel model.
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Figure 2. Prototype for hydromatrix in irrigation channel.

3. Power Determination from Each Slot
Let’s say for example that we have a natural channel width equal to 12 meters and 2 meters in depth so we design our model as the width of slot is equal to 4 meters and the depth is equal to 2 meters for changing the overall channel width one third. For natural velocity equal to 1.5 meter/sec of the channel before modified we have
the velocity in our mode slot equal to 4.5 meters/sec so we have a flow rate of 36 cubic meters per second with a
head of 1 metres. The power formula given below
p = η QHgρ W where
P = the Total Available Power
g = acceleration due to gravity = 9.81 m∙s−2
H = head (m) = 1 m and Q = flow (m3/s) = A * V = 4 * 2 * 4.5 = 36 m3/s
ρ = density of water = 1000 kg∙m−3
η = the efficiency due to the losses of civil work and friction due to flow velocity
p = 36 × 1 × 9.81 × 0.9 × 1000 = 317 KW form water flow in only one slot of the new model.

4. What Turbine Type Can Be Used in Our Hydromatrix
4.1. The Impulse Wheel
One of the earliest hydro tycoon machine for the usage of VLH differences is the caprice wheel. Water is accelerated through a drop, and the fast supercritical flow movement the wheel. Public figure single appearance such
a wheel with a 5.20 m diameter, a width of 4 m, a water depth of 1.5 m, a flow speed of 6–sevener m/s and a
power production of 141 kW. A theoretical analysis shows that 40% is the level best possible efficiency. Tests
conducted at the Technical University Berlin indicated efficiencies of 35% - 38% (Figure 3) [7]. Possible efficiencies therefore range from 35% to 40% for specific flow rates of Q = 1 - 3 m3/s per 1 m width and brain differences (or drops) of 0.4 - 1.5 m.

4.2. The Poncelet Wheel
The Poncelet steering bicycle was developed in France in the 1820s in order to improve the efficiency of undershot roulette rack for VLH differences, and subsequently found widespread application. It consists of a wheel
with deep curved blades and an influx with an undershot weir. The water jet from the weir enters the wheel,
central its impulse, the water rises interior the wheel and then falls out, performing additional work. Theoretical
analysis and experiment conducted by the inventor showed efficiencies of 55% - 65%, whereby the efficiency
reduces with increasing head difference. Head word differences utilized ranged from 0.75 to approximately 1.7
m, and efficiencies were assumed as sixty to 65% for head differences between 0.75 m to 1.2 m, and 55% - 60%
for head differences between 1.2 and 1.7 m. As Poncelet’s second Energy Hydropower converters with head
differences below 2.5 m series of tests did not really confirm the higher efficiency of 65%, a maximum mechanical efficiency of 60% is usually assumed (e.g. Müller, 1899). Flow rates ranged from Q = 0.3 to 1.5 m3/s and m
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Figure 3. Impulse wheel.

width, with power outputs of P = 1 to 13.8 kW/m width. Typical diameters were 3 - 6 m (Poncelet, 1827; Weisbach, 1883). Figure 4 appears a side elevation of a typical Poncelet wheel.

4.3. The Zuppinger Wheel for VLH Differences
Zuppinger water cycles were developed for low gear head hydro major power web site with head difference s
between 1.5 and 2.5 m, and with power military rating between 5 and 100 kilowatt. They are characterized by
curved vane, large diameters between 4.5 and 7.5 m, and a slow rotational velocity of 4 - 6 rpm. The in menstruation was regulated with a weir, so that the upstream water level and the bicycle speed were kept invariable. In
social club to exploit head differences between 0.7 and 1.5 m a special wheel case was developed that did not
have a weir inflow, as shown in Figure 5. The wheel maintains the head difference, which way that the wheel
speed becomes a purpose of the flow volume. Efficiencies were given as 70% - 75%, slightly lower berth than
the criterion Zuppinger bicycle. No theory for this type of wheel was, however, developed.
The specific flow volumes stove from 1.0 to 1.2 m3/s per 1 m width with power military rank from 5.3 to 12.8
kW/(m width). While standard Zuppinger wheels are still (or rather, again) built, the VLH wheel has, to our
knowledge, not seen any recent diligence. In principle, it is similar to the recently developed hydrostatic imperativeness wheel (HPW) (Senior et al., Uhuih 2010). Its disadvantages are the large number of blades (and subsequent costs) and the negative consequence of buoyancy forces of the 50 mm thick wooden blades, which reduce
efficiencies by 6% - 8% (Schneider et al., 2009). Advantages are the higher theoretical efficiency as a function
of the high number of blades, the perceived fish friendliness (Gerhardt, 1893) and the possibility of sediment exit through.
Experimental judgment is, however, considered necessary to provide reliable data for performance prediction.
The aim of these developments was to enable the application of double-regulated turbines also for small hydropower project, as well as to provide more efficient solutions for large run-off-river and tidal power plant. In
some of these modern unit concepts, as for example HYDROMATRIX, only simply regulated turbines turbines
are implemented when this significant simplification is compensated by the number of installed units (Giesecke
and Mosonyi, 2009). However, as has been proved by numerous projects, all aforementioned developments
could hardly be feasible in the VLH range below 2.5 m owing to the specific features and limits of the implemented turbine technology.

4.4. Hydrostatic Pressure Converters
The hydrostatic pressure difference can be used for power generation in addition to utilization of currents [7].
Two autos that employment hydrostatic pressure as the driving force for low chief hydropower have been developed recently (Senior et al., 2010). Theoretical work indicated the potency of the construct, and small and
large-scale modeling psychometric test showed the possible transition efficiencies. The HPW is a simple body
of water supply wheel with radial straight blades, whereby the blades run in a curved bed section and cargo hold
the upstream water storey; the wheel also acts as a weir (Figure 6(a)). Efficiencies are a affair of the ratio of the
down and upstream water level head difference d2/d1. Theoretical and experimental efficiencies agreed well and
reached from sextuplet 60% to 90 % for ratios of head difference d2/d1 from 0.6 to 0.9. Initial judgment indicated that the HPW is suitable for head differences between 0.4 and 1.0 m, with flow rate of 0.5 - 1.5 m3/s and m
width gift power ratios from 2 to 12 kW/m width. The hydrostatic pressure machine (HPM) consists of a hub
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Figure 4. Poncelet wheel.

Figure 5. Very low head Zuppinger wheel without regulating inflow weir (Müller, 1899).

Figure 6. Hydrostatic pressure converters (adapted from Senior et al., 2010). (a) Hydrostatic
pressure wheel; (b) Hydrostatic pressure machine.

with a diameter approximately equal to the head difference, and blades that also run in a curved bed section. The
upstream water level range the top of the hub, while the downstream level is located at its bottom (Figure 6(b)).
The resulting hydrostatic force acting on the blade drives the machine. Efficiencies are a function of the wheel
speed and reduce with increasing speed. In small- and large-scale experiments, efficiencies from 70% to 82%
were measured for the operational range of speeds (Senior et al., 2010). Head differences range from 1 to 2.5 m,
flow rates from 1 to 3 m3/s and m width, and power ratings from 7 to 47 kW/m width. Recent field measurements indicated overall efficiencies of 0.51 to 0.524 for Qmax from 0.186 to 0.3 cubic meter and mechanical effi-
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ciencies between 0.74 and 0.85. Both machines are simple and therefore have the potential to be economical; the
large cells and continuity of the bed imply improved ecological performance for both fish and sediment passage.
Both machines are currently undergoing large-scale/full-scale testing.

4.5. Design Calculations for (Under-Shot) Low-Head Waterwheels
4.5.1. Diameter of Wheel
When designing an undershot wheel, we must know the “drumhead” since the optimum diameter of the wheel is
three to six clip the head. Let’s say we measure our stream slot and we get an average velocity of 4 m-persecond for 2 m in depth. Thus the wheel is moving as fast as the water is moved. Our water wheel design should
then from 3 to 6 times depth in diameter (e.g.: 3 × 2 = 6 m to 6 × 2 = 12 m). Whenever possible we make the
wheel as large as we can. However, there would be no improvement in performance if it were larger than 12
meter in diameter. So we can choose the diameter as 10 meter for our wheel as shown in Figure 7.
4.5.2. How Many Blades in Our Wheel
When we decided to design our wheel, we will “submerge the blades a distance equal to the head”. Therefore,
the spacing between the blades should be some convenient number times “PI” to get the working circumference.
In our example we have decided to work with the 10 meter diameter from the figures above, so the working
circumference is 25.12 meter (10 minus a depth of 2 = 8 meter 8 × PI = 25.12 meter) The space between the
blades should be less than 2 meter, which in our example is the depth. So the number of blades is greater than 13
blades (25.12/2 = 12.56) or rounded to 16. So, we will build a wheel 10 meter in diameter with 16 blades or
greater.
4.5.3. How Fast Our Wheel Turn
The most efficient energy transfer occurs when the wheel speed as the water speed. For undershot wheels.
Eighty percent of 4.5 meter per second is 3.6 meter per second, which is the same as 216 (3.6 × 60 = 216) meter
per minute. You divide this by the working circumference of 25.12 meter per revolution. This gives our answer
of 8.6 (216/25.12 = 8.6) revolutions per minute.
That is our best rotation speed. As we can see, it is rather slow. That is why we will need a speed increasing
system so we need to use gear box for increasing the shaft generator speed.
4.5.4. How Many KW Will Our Wheel Produce
The power we will get depends on the width and the head difference. For our example, we have chosen 4 meter
width and one meter head. For water velocity about 4.5 m/s we have a flow rate of 36 cubic m/s. The parameter
worthy of consideration is the efficiency. The efficiency determines the amount of electrical power that can be
obtained from the existing potential energy of water. The losses associated with hydromatrix include:
1. losses due to civil work
2. losses due to penstock

Figure 7. Under shot water wheel designing.
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3. tubing losses
4. generator losses
5. distribution losses
6. transformer losses (if the transformer is used)
7. losses due to the drive system
P = ηρg HQ
where, η = ηcivil work × ηslot friction × ηturbine × ηgenerator × ηdrive system × ηline × ηtransformer. According to [7] the practical
ranges of these efficiencies are as stated below: ηcivil work = (1 − (channel length × 0.002 - 0.005)/H gross, ηpenstock
= 0.90 - 0.95 (it depends on the length), ηturbine = 0.60 - 0.85 (it depends turbine type), ηgenerator = 0.80 - 0.95 (it
depends on the generator capacity), ηdrive system = 0.97, ηline = 0.90 - 0.98 (it depends on the length and cross sectional area), ηtransformer ~ 0.98. The losses due to civil work and penstock are calculated as head loss given as:
Head loss = Hpenstock + Hvalve + Hbend, Head loss ~ (between 0.05 to 0.15 the H gross). The net power in KW, Pnet
= ηturbine × ηgenerator × ηdrive system × ηline × ηtransformer × 9.81 × net head × flow rate. This yields the net theoretical
electrical power that can be obtained from the site. This power can be determined for different values of flow.
We should assume an overall efficiency of 35% according to [7] the power is equal to p = 36 * 9.8 * 1 * 0.35 =
123 KW/h for only one under shot water wheel.

5. Hydro Power Plants
Amongst renewable energy sources, hydroelectric power seems to be the most desirable for utilities and its economic feasibility has been successfully proven. Power stations with a capacity of up to 10 GW have been built
and it is estimated that there are economic resources for 3000 GW world-wide, compared to 10,000 GW world
primary energy consumption. In Europe, however, most hydroelectric potential has been realized, with Norway
deriving 98% of its energy consumption from water power and the West German government concluding that
there are no more sites available for exploitation. World-wide it is estimated that about 10% of resources have
been realised, with most potential remaining in Africa and Asia. Present worlds total installed hydro power capacity is about 630,000 MW The annual power production world-wide is 2200 TWh (billion kilowatt hours),
which means that the power plants are running at 40 % of its rated power.

5.1. Financial Considerations
A 1.9 MW power plant (power from each hydro matrix), running at 90% of the time, will annually produce
about 14.9 GWh of electric power, at 15 cents/kWh that comes to almost 2.24 million $ per year. The installation cost of a large scale hydroelectric plant varies widely, on the order of $1500 - $10,000 per kW.
Assuming a cost of $2500 per kW, total cost of 2.5 million $ for a 1 MW plant, the payback on investment
would be a little over two years. Consider a remote location, fifty meters from an available electrical grid that
has water available for a S kW hydro-plant. The cost of installing a commercial power line also caries greatly,
from $4000 to $10,000 per kilometer or more. In this instance a hydroelectric generating facility is very cost effective.

5.2. Application
Possible applications include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. Rivers—where damming of the river is impractical
2. Rivers or creeks in remote locations
3. Irrigation channels
4. Tidal channels and estuaries
5. Energy recovery from existing hydro schemes
The turbine is suitable for any anchored or tethered raft applications. As the paddle wheels are rotating in the
vertical plane, rather than the horizontal, it is a simple matter to have the whole unit sitting on a small anchored
raft, with a power cable running to shore. In this application it is irrelevant that the raft might twist or rise with
the current or tide, unlike a horizontal plane paddle wheel. Alternatively, the turbine could be totally submerged
(and less open to vandalism) with its energy transmission line running back up the anchoring cable.
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6. Conclusions
From the review of the engineering literature on hydropower converters for head differences below 2.5 m the
following conclusions could be drawn.
- There are a number of established turbine technologies available. They do, however, suffer from economic
disadvantages and from high ecological impacts. A modern development, the VLH turbine, addresses both
economic and ecological deficits of traditional turbine technologies. Traditional technologies, such as water
wheels, are employed again for sites below 200 kW.
- Several novel technologies are under development and promise improved economic and ecological characteristics for hydropower with VLH differences.
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